Wilkerson and Powell spent four days and nights in a CIA conference room with then-Director George Tenet and other top officials trying to ensure the accuracy of the presentation, Wilkerson says.

"There was no way the Secretary of State was going to read off a script about serious matters of intelligence that could lead to war when the script was basically un-sourced," Wilkerson says.

In one dramatic accusation in his speech, Powell showed slides alleging that Saddam had bioweapons labs mounted on trucks that would be almost impossible to find.

"I was, as some people characterized it later, sort of a Chinese menu from which you could pick and choose," Wilkerson says. "We don't believe there were any mobile labs for making biological weapons,'" a CIA source had told Powell.

"George actually did call the Secretary, and said, 'I'm really sorry to have to tell you. There was no way the Secretary of State was going to read off a script about serious matters of intelligence that could lead to war when the script was basically un-sourced,'" Wilkerson says.
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